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Abstract
We study the µ-term matrix of Higgs pairs induced by the D-brane instanton effects
in intersecting D6-brane models compactified on T 6. It is found that the µ-term
matrix has a certain permutation symmetry and its eigenvalues have large hierarchical
structure without fine tuning.
1 Introduction
The Standard Model is the most successful theory of the particle physics, but some mys-
teries still remain. The hierarchy of weak scale and Planck scale is one of them and the
supersymmetry may be the solution of it, but supersymmetric models still need another
tuning. In supersymmetric extended standard models, e.g. the minimal supersymmetric
standard model (MSSM), the Higgs µ-term, µHuHd needs to be of O(100) GeV to realize
electro-weak breaking. However, there is no reason why µ is significantly smaller than
Planck scale. In addition to that, it needs to have correct relations to supersymmetry
breaking terms, too. This is known as the “µ problem”.
Superstring theory is a promising candidate for unified theory of all the interactions
including gravity, and also quarks, leptons and Higgs fields. Indeed, a number of studies
have been done to derive four-dimensional realistic string models through various com-
pactifications of six dimensions (see for review [1]). Among them, intersecting D-brane
models are one of interesting model building approaches [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].(See for a review
[7].) Qualitative aspects of the (supersymmetric) standard model such as gauge symme-
tries, three chiral families and so on can be realized in some models, e.g. [8, 9]. In these
models, µ-terms are often forbidden at the perturbative level by U(1) symmetries, which
would be anomalous, but could be induced from non-perturbative effects. The D-brane
instanton is a non-perturbative effect in string theory [10].(See also for a review [11].) The
D-brane instanton can break such anomalous U(1) symmetries and produce the µ-terms.
Roughly speaking, such a µ-term is induced at µ ∼ e−SclMs where Ms is the string scale
and the classical action of the D-brane instanton Scl is almost equal to the volume of the
D-brane instanton. Similarly, right-handed Majorana masses can be induced by D-brane
instanton effects [12, 13, 14, 15].
In generic models, there appear more than one Higgs pairs. For example, intersecting
D-brane models with three families on a torus have ∆(27) flavor symmetry, and three
families correspond to a triplet of ∆(27) [16, 17].1 Then, triplet Higgs fields can couple
with left-handed and right-handed quarks, both of which are ∆(27) triplets. Actually, in
such a toroidal model, there appear, two ∆(27) triplets of Higgs fields, i.e. six pairs of
Higgs fields. Obviously, multi-Higgs pairs appear in more generic cases, too.
In this paper, we study the µ-term matrix among multi-Higgs pairs induced by the
D-brane instanton in toroidal models. In these models, there remains a permutation
symmetry and appears a specific form of the µ-term matrix. We show that eigenvalues of
such a µ-term matrix have a large hierarchy naturally and that could explain the hierarchy
between very different energy scales, e.g. the huge hierarchy between the Planck scale
and the weak scale.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we compute the µ-term matrix induced
by the D-brane instanton in toroidal models with six pairs of Higgs fields. The µ-term
matrix depends on the open string moduli of D-branes. We show some analytic forms
of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this µ-term matrix. We generalize this result to
models with n pairs of Higgs fields, too. In section 3, we compute eigenvalues of the
1See also [18].
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µ-matrix numerically. We show that the huge hierarchy of eigenvalues, e.g. more than
O(1010), can appear in some parameter region without fine tuning. Section 4 is devoted
to conclusions and discussions.
2 µ-term in toroidal models
In this section, we study the µ-term of the intersecting D-brane models. In most of the
intersecting D-brane models, the µ-terms of the Higgs fields are forbidden by (anomalous)
U(1) symmetries of D-branes. However, such U(1) symmetries may be broken by the
non-perturbative effect. It was suggested that the D-brane instanton can produce the
µ-term[10, 11].
2.1 Six-pair models
For concreteness, we study Type IIA superstring compactified in six dimensional tori
T 6 = T 2 × T 2 × T 2 including D6-branes. In these models, Higgs fields arise from open
string NS-sector. Their zero-modes are localized at the intersection points of D-branes.
We assume that up-type Higgs fields, Hus appear at intersection points between the D6a-
brane and D6b-brane, and that down-type Higgs fields, Hds appear at intersection points
between the D6a-brane and D6c-brane. The D6a-brane consists of two parallel branes
and has U(2) (or Sp(2)) gauge symmetry. At first, we study the models having six pairs
of Higgs for simplicity, i.e. Iab = Iac = 6. Here, Iab denotes the topological intersection
number between D6a-brane and D6b-brane. This is because models with six pairs of Higgs
fields are favored to realize three families of quarks and leptons having Yukawa interactions
with Higgs fields perturbatively. To produce the µ-terms by D2-brane instanton which we
name E-brane, we need the intersection numbers |IEa| = |IEb| = |IEc| = 1. Zero-modes
α, β, γ appear at each intersection point of E-brane and D6a,b,c-brane respectively. Then,
we can calculate the µ-term,∫
DαDγDβMse
−SEey
u
i α·H
i
uβ+y
d
jα·H
j
d
γ =Mse
−SEyui y
d
jH
i
uH
j
d, (2.1)
where SE is the classical action of E-brane, Ms is the string scale and i = 1, . . . , 6 (j =
1, . . . , 6) labels the six Hus (Hds).
2 Here, yui is the Yukawa coupling of α,H
i
u and β, while
ydj is the Yukawa coupling of α,H
j
d and γ.
Yukawa couplings in two-dimensional tori T 2, yui and y
d
j , are generated by world sheet
instantons and can be represented by Jacobi ϑ-function [19, 20, 21]3
ϑ
[
a
b
]
(ν, τ) =
∑
ℓ∈Z
exp
[
πi(a+ ℓ)2τ + 2πi(a+ ℓ)(ν + b)
]
. (2.2)
2More precisely, there should be a quantum correction factor but we assume it of O(1) and ignore it.
3 See for a similar calculation in heterotic orbifold models [22].
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For the n-th two-dimensional tori T 2n , we can write
yu,ni = ϑ
[
− i
In
ab
+ ǫn
0
]
(0, iInabAn/α
′), (2.3)
yd,nj = ϑ
[
− j
Inac
+
(
ǫn − ǫ
n
c
6
)
0
]
(0, iInacAn/α
′), (2.4)
where An is the area of the n-th tori T
2
n and I
n
ab (I
n
ac) is the intersection number between
D6a and D6b (D6a and D6c) branes on T
2
n and ǫ
n(ǫnc ) represents the position of the E-brane
(D6c-brane) on T
2
n . These position parameters, ǫ
n and ǫnc , are normalized such that they
vary from 0 to 1. To realize Yukawa couplings with quarks and leptons perturbatively,
we set the intersecting numbers, e.g. (I1ab,c, I
2
ab,c, I
3
ab,c) = (6, 1, 1). Then, we can write
yui = y
u,1
i y
u,2yu,3 = ϑ
[
− i
6
+ ǫ
0
]
(0, i6A/α′)× Cu, (2.5)
ydj = y
d,1
j y
d,2yd,3 = ϑ
[
− j
6
+
(
ǫ− ǫc
6
)
0
]
(0, i6A/α′)× Cd. (2.6)
Because the case with I2ab,c = I
3
ab,c = 1, the n = 2, 3 tori affect only the overall factor of y
u
i
and ydj , here and hereafter, the torus number indices are omitted, and we denote relevant
parameters as ǫ = ǫ1, ǫc = ǫ
1
c and A = A1, those determine the form of µ-term matrix.
While the coefficients Cu and Cd determined by parameters of the other tori n = 2, 3 are
independent to i and j indices. These coefficients would be of O(1) and we ignore them
hereafter. Then, the contribution to µ-term from single E-brane is written as
µij = Mse
−SEϑ
[
− i
6
+ ǫ
0
]
(0, 6iA/α′) · ϑ
[
− j
6
+
(
ǫ− ǫc
6
)
0
]
(0, 6iA/α′). (2.7)
The E-brane can appear everywhere in the tori. Thus, we should integrate the E-
brane’s position parameter ǫ, i.e.,
µij =Mse
−SE
∫ 1
0
dǫϑ
[
− i
6
+ ǫ
0
](
0,
6iA
α′
)
· ϑ
[
− j
6
+ ǫ− ǫc
6
0
](
0,
6iA
α′
)
,
=Mse
−SE
∫ 1
0
dǫ
2∑
m=1
ϑ
[
− i
12
− j
12
+ ǫ− ǫc
12
+ m
2
0
](
0,
12iA
α′
)
× ϑ
[
− i
12
+ j
12
+ ǫc
12
+ m
2
0
](
0,
12iA
α′
)
.
(2.8)
Then, we obtain
µij =
√
α′
12A
Mse
−SE
2∑
m=1
ϑ
[
− i−j
12
+ ǫc
12
+ m
2
0
](
0,
12iA
α′
)
. (2.9)
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This is the µ-term matrix induced by the D-brane instanton. This matrix has character-
istic aspects. It is obvious that µij = µi′j′ if i− j = i
′− j′. Similarly, it is found µij = µi′j′
if i− j = i′ − j′ + 6 because
ϑ
[
− i−j
12
+ ǫc
12
0
](
0,
12iA
α′
)
+ ϑ
[
− i−j
12
+ ǫc
12
+ 1
2
0
](
0,
12iA
α′
)
=ϑ
[
− i−j+6
12
+ ǫc
12
+ 1
2
0
](
0,
12iA
α′
)
+ ϑ
[
− i−j+6
12
+ ǫc
12
0
](
0,
12iA
α′
)
.
(2.10)
Then, we can summarize general form of the µ-term matrix as follows,
µij =


A B C D E F
F A B C D E
E F A B C D
D E F A B C
C D E F A B
B C D E F A


. (2.11)
This matrix has a Z6 permutation symmetry because the translation symmetry on the
torus is discretized by the D-brane’s position that restricts the form of the matrix.
The eigenvalues of this matrix λ1,··· ,6 are written as follows,
λ1 = A+B + C +D + E + F,
λ2 = A+Bω + Cω
2 +Dω3 + Eω4 + Fω5,
λ3 = A+Bω
2 + Cω4 +Dω6 + Eω8 + Fω10,
λ4 = A+Bω
3 + Cω6 +Dω9 + Eω12 + Fω15,
λ5 = A+Bω
4 + Cω8 +Dω12 + Eω16 + Fω20,
λ6 = A+Bω
5 + Cω10 +Dω15 + Eω20 + Fω25,
(2.12)
and their eigenvectors are obtained as
~v1 = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)
t, ~v2 = (1, ω, ω
2, ω3, ω4, ω5)t, · · · , ~v6 = (1, ω
5, ω10, ω15, ω20, ω25)t,
(2.13)
where ω = e2iπ/6. In general case, there are no degenerate eigenvalues and the rank of
this matrix is 6, but the degeneracies could appear with some special value of ǫc.
The first special value of ǫc is 0. In this case, y
u
i is equal to y
d
i and the µ-term matrix
has an extra Z2 symmetry. Then, it becomes the symmetric matrix,
µij =


A B C D C B
B A B C D C
C B A B C D
D C B A B C
C D C B A B
B C D C B A


. (2.14)
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Then eigenvectors are degenerate as
λ2 = A+Bω+Cω
2 +Dω3 + Cω4 +Bω5
= A +Bω−1 + Cω−2 +Dω−3 + Cω−4 +Bω−5 = λ6,
(2.15)
and λ3 = λ5.
The second special value of ǫc is 1/2. In this case, we can denote A = B, C = F
and D = E. This is because the D6c-brane lies on the middle point between the i-
th intersection point and the (i + 1)-th intersection point. For example, E2-brane can
not distinguish the first and the second pairs of Higgs superfields. In this case, λ4 =
A−A+C −D+D−C = 0. The µ-term matrix (2.9) has a zero eigenvalue and the rank
of (2.9) becomes 5.
2.2 n-pair models
In the previous section, we computed the µ-term of the six pairs of Higgs fields. We can
generalize the previous calculation of the µ-term matrix to generic models with n pairs of
Higgs fields. For n pair models, we only need to generalize the intersection numbers Iab
and Iac from 3 to n. Then, we obtain
µn−pairsij ≃Mse
−SE
2∑
m=1
ϑ
[
− i−j
2n
+ ǫc
2n
+ m
2
0
](
0,
2niA
α′
)
, (2.16)
and the Zn permutation symmetry appears similarly. We summarize the µ-term matrix
of n pairs as,
µn−pairsij =


A1 A2 A3 . . . An
An A1 A2 . . . An−1
...
...
...
. . .
...
A2 A3 A4 . . . A1

 . (2.17)
In these models, ǫc = 0 and 1/2 are also special values. The eigenvectors and the eigen-
values are also calculated similarly.
This is the general structure of matricies for D-brane induced quadratic terms in the
superpotential. For example, the right-handed neutrino Majorana mass has the same
feature [15], which can be generated by identifying D6c-brane to D6b-brane and ǫc is
vanishing.
3 Numerical analysis
3.1 Six-pair models
In this section, we numerically analyze the µ-term matrix (2.9). Except for overall factors
those we omit, the µ-term is determined by the position of the D6c-brane, ǫc and the torus
5
Figure 1: The eigenvalues of µ-term ma-
trix.The horizontal axis, i denotes the index
of the eigenvalues. We assume Mse
−SE =
1018GeV. The parameters are chosen as
(12A/α′, ǫc) = (10, 0.55) for yellow dots and
(12A/α′, ǫc) = (3, 0.55) for blue dots.
Figure 2: The blue region denotes the pa-
rameter space where 10−15 < λ4/λ1 < 10
−10.
The yellow region denotes 10−20 < λ4/λ1 <
10−15 and λ4/λ1 is smaller than 10
−20 in the
green region.
area A. We show the eigenvalues of (2.9) with some sample values of A and ǫc in Figure
1.
Figure 1 shows that there are one small eigenvalue and not so small five eigenvalues.
The smaller value of A makes this hierarchy bigger. This can be understood as follows.
The smallest eigenvalue is λ4 in (2.12), because the µ-term matrix elements have real
positive values and ω3 is equal to −1. λ4 is written as A− B + C −D + E − F . If τ in
(2.2) is (almost) equal to zero, the theta-function is (almost) independent of a in (2.2).
Then, the small torus area A makes all the µ-term matrix elements almost the same
values and the smallest eigenvalue A−B+C−D+E−F ∼= A−A+A−A+A−A = 0.
This cancellation leads to such a hierarchical structure.
Figure 2 shows the parameter regions where the hierarchies over 1010, 1015, 1020 appear
between the smallest and largest eigenvalues. This shows if 12A/α′ < 5 or ǫc ∼ 0.5, the
smallest eigenvalue is less than 10−10 times smaller than the biggest one. For example, if
Mse
−SE is of O(1012) GeV, we could realize the weak scale µ-term. Even if Mse
−SE is of
the order of O(1018) GeV, we just need 12A/α′ < 3, which means we need no hierarchies
among the input parameters to realize the weak scale.
3.2 n-pair models
We can generalize the previous result to n pair models and have a similar behavior. We
obtain one (or two) hierarchically small eigenvalue(s) and the others are of O(Mse
−Scl) or
smaller. Thus, a huge hierarchy appears. The number of the smallest eigenstates depends
on the number of pairs. In even pair models, the smallest eigenvalue and the biggest
6
eigenvalue are real and the others form complex conjugate pairs. In odd pair models,
the biggest eigenvalue is the only real eigenvalue and the others (including the smallest
eigenvalues) appear as complex conjugate pairs. This is because the all matrix elements
are real.
The absolute value of the smallest eigenvalue in n pair model is shown in Table 1 and
Table 2.
The lightest eigenvalue/Mse
−Scl
number of Higgs pairs (2nA/α′, ǫc)=(5.0,0.55), (3.0,0.6), (2.0,0.6)
2 10−2 10−2 10−3
4 10−5 10−7 10−11
6 10−10 10−15 10−24
8 10−17 10−28 10−43
Table 1: The lightest eigenvalue of the µ-term for even pairs of Higgs fields.
Absolute values of the lightest eigenvalues/Mse
−Scl
number of Higgs pairs (2nA/α′, ǫc)=(5.0,0.55), (3.0,0.6), (2.0,0.6)
3 10−1 10−1 10−2
5 10−4 10−6 10−10
7 10−10 10−15 10−23
Table 2: The lightest eigenvalue of the µ-term for odd pairs of Higgs fields.
These tables show more pairs make the smallest eigenvalues smaller. The reason is
understood as follows. Intersecting D-brane models are T-dual to magnetized D-brane
models. Thus, in the T-dual picture, Yukawa couplings by the worldsheet instanton are
equal to the overlap integrals of zero-mode wave functions in magnetized D-brane [20]. If
the number of Higgs pairs increases, the peaks of these wave functions get closer to each
other. As the wave functions are normalized to 1, the overlap integral gets closer to 1.
This makes the cancellation of matrix elements stronger and the lightest eigenvalue gets
closer to 0. Consequently, we can realize a hierarchy between the smallest and biggest
eigenvalues of the µ-term matrix in a certain parameter region without fine tuning.
As mentioned before, D-brane instanton effects can also induce the Majorana masses of
three families for right-handed neutrino. The Majorana mass matrix is obtained through
a similar calculation by setting ǫc = 0 [15]. For example, the case with n = 3 in Table 2
does not show a large hierarchy, although it corresponds to ǫc 6= 0. The parameter ǫc = 0
also leads a similar or milder hierarchy for n = 3.
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4 Conclusion and discussion
We have studied the D-brane instanton induced µ-terms in toroidal models and carried
out their numerical analysis. The µ-term is determined by the torus area and D-brane
position. It is remarkable that each element of the µ-term matrix is of O(Mse
−SE), but
there would appear a huge hierarchy among their eigenvalues without fine tuning. The
smallest eigenvalue could be as small as the weak scale. Thus, D-brane instanton effects
generate a huge hierarchy among eigenvalues of the µ-term matrix in a certain parameter
space. Thus, only the lightest Higgs pairs would be important for low-energy physics even
if there are many pairs below the string scale. Our analysis would be extended to the
other modes, which appear vector-like in unbroken symmetries at low energy. Their mass
terms could be generated by D-brane instanton effects and eigenvalues of their masses
may have a large hierarchy.
It is important to study the D-brane instanton induced µ-term in intersecting D-brane
models on orbifolds, too. There are two types of cycles on the orbifolds. One is a rigid
cycle, which runs through the orbifold fixed points and the other is away from the fixed
points[23]. Then, in orbifold models, D-brane instantons can be classified into two types.
One is D-brane instanton which does not pass fixed points, and the other is that passes a
fixed point. Their intersection numbers are different from each other. Our results would
be applicable in orbifold models, if the E-brane which does not pass fixed points can
induce the µ-term. Then, we could realize a large hierarchy between the smallest and
largest eigenvalues. On the other hand, if the µ-term is induced by the E-brane fixed at
one of the orbifold fixed points, there are no position moduli and our results are invalid.
In this case, we can not expect a hierarchical structure would appear because the Zn
translation symmetry is perfectly broken. However, other typical structures might appear
because the fixed points of the orbifold are special points, and another symmetry may
appear. Such a study would be interesting but it is beyond our scope and we would study
elsewhere.
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